OUR TROOPS DESERVE SO MUCH MORE
“They Cannot Solve Their Problems All Alone”

Our Troops deserve so much more
Exam all they do
Wounded, maimed and died
Just for me and you

Homeless hungry looks as if
A man without a goal
Veterans’ fate without a job
Suffers all alone

They cannot solve their problems
Solve them all alone
Construct, rehab the buildings
Places they call home

Warriors guard our freedoms
No doubt how much they give
Time for us to analyze
Assess just how they live

Don’t mistake circumstance
For dreams yet filled with lack
Pay them all that they deserve
Their dreams are back on track

First we must identify
Each of them by name
Evaluate their plight in life
Resolve their pain and claim

Veterans sleeping in the streets
Abject poverty
Sacrifices that they make
My God this should not be

Next time that you encounter
Woman or a man
He or she might just be
Protector of our land

Make a true assessment
Evaluate their skills
Provide a chance to enhance
Plans for them to live

See their pain among us
Conditions break my heart
All they gave and all they give
Let’s start and do our part

Reminder give remembrance
Our troops do pave the way
Their loss the cost for freedoms
We all enjoy each day

Schools where they can educate
Help they really need
Place to hone survival skills
A real chance to succeed

Our troops deserve so much more
Embraced they feel our trust
Our Love, our prayers, our honor
Give what they give us

Without their selfless sacrifice
No Peace in where we live
Make a pack to give back
Time for us to give

Housing health and happiness
Is what our troops deserve
Exchange for all our freedoms
And time that they have served
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